Freedom of Information Request Reference No: FOI 003541-19
I write in connection with your request for information received by Suffolk Constabulary on the 2
October 2019 in which you sought access to the following information:
1.

“Please state the number of offence records listed in your crime database that contain the
following keywords:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Kik
Telegram
Wickr
Vkontakte
Snapchat
Reddit
Tik Tok
Tumblr

Please identify these by conducting a free text search of your crime database, and provide
information for each of the last five financial years, and the current financial year to 02.10.19.
2.

Please provide a breakdown of the kind of offences recorded that included these keywords,
for each individual keyword.

3.

Please provide an anonymised copy of free text report for each incident recorded.”

Response to your Request
The response provided below is correct as of 10 October 2019
Suffolk Constabulary has considered your request for information and the response is below.
A freetext search has been completed of the Constabulary’s crime systems for all offences
recorded for the 2014/15 – 2018/19 financial years, to date, that contain one or more of the words
specified within the request.
Please note that freetext searches are by their very nature unreliable, and consequently there
may be additional relevant offences not included within the response as they did not include the
specific words / phrases identified in the request.

1.

The table provided below confirms the offences that have been located with the words listed
in the request, including the offence category and financial year.
Freetext search / Offence

Kik

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

19/20

12

11

5

9

15

10

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

3

11

1

1

Blackmail
Harassment
Malicious Communications
Obscene Publications Etc

6

2

3

Sexual Grooming
Causing/Inciting A Child To Engage In Sexual Activity
Causing/Inciting Child To Engage In Sexual Activity By
Penetration
Sexual Activity Child

3

1

3

2
5

1

Reddit
49

57

73

79

80

2

Arson Not Endangering Life

1

Assault With Injury

1
1

1

1

1

1

Blackmail

1

Burglary - Residential

1

Criminal Damage To A Vehicle

1

Harassment

7

Malicious Communications

2

Obscene Publications Etc

19

Possession Of Firearms With Intent
Sexual Grooming

19
23

31

3

11

4

29

35

13

34

33

17

9

2

2

3

3

1
1
2

Stalking

2

State Or Public Order

1

Theft Or Unauth Taking Of A Motor Veh

1
1

Threats To Kill
Causing/Inciting A Child To Engage In Sexual Activity

35

1

Abuse Of Position Of Trust Sexual

Racially Motivated Incidient

1

1

Abuse Of Children Through Sexual Exploit

Assault Without Injury

8

1

State Or Public Order
Snapchat

1

1
2

Causing/Inciting Child To Engage In Sexual Activity By
Penetration
Sexual Activity Child
Sexual Assault On A Child

18

2
4

1

5

7

8

3

1

Tik Tok

1

Malicious Communications

1

Tumblr

1

1

1

Malicious Communications

4

1

Obscene Publications Etc
Grand Total

6

61

1

1

1

5

4

69

79

89

102

50

2.

As above

3.

The freetext for each offence has not been provided owing to the number of lines that would
be required to be reviewed to ensure no person is identified or investigation compromised.

Crime MO
kik messenger app during conversations this person has asked for naked images
A user of kik has uploaded a category c indecent image of a child to the internet
user of the kik account has uploaded a category c indecent image of a child onto the internet
kik user has uploaded a category c indecent image of a child to the internet via kik
exchange of selfie pictures and video clips through kik private messenger the suspect has then made a
request for £250 or they would post the pictures sent by the ip
uploaded one category c indecent image of a child onto the internet via kik
distributed cat a to c indecent images and videos of children using dropbox and mega via kik
uploaded to kik a cat c indecent image of a child
shared images of herself on line this was shared on kik
uploaded one category c indecent image of a child via kik
sent a picture naked from the waist up sent a snapchat to around 300 people of herself naked "doing
something" but will not disclose what this means.
stolen his Audi and driven it whilst co offender has filmed it and uploaded it to snapchat
sent a full body nude to a male via snapchat , This picture has been forwarded and sent round to others.
sent threatening messages over snapchat resulting in no injuries
engaged in sexual activity and sent indecent images over snapchat
Via snapchat messenger victim has received text messages from suspect asking for a fight
Via snapchat social media female sent threatening messages
sent abusive and threatening message via snapchat to victim
received numerous snapchat messages over the course of one day which has found harassing
sent abusive and threatening message via snapchat to victim
sent a sexually inappropriate picture to her through snapchat
asked victim out for a date via snapchat and when his girlfriend found out she has accused victim of trying
to get with boyfriend

sent the victim abusive message over snapchat
sent a snapchat message to all contacts this was read by an ex-partner who has sent messages calling her a
slag and telling her she is going to be fucked up
user of snapchat requested that the victim watch him on facetime whilst he masturbated
sending threats via snapchat that he will spread nudie pictures of her on the web and he then send her a
picture of his penis
taken indecent pictures of herself and sent them to a male via snapchat.
requested indecent images and has attempted to intimidate the victim to provide the images
Suspect has requested that the victim take nude images the suspect has gone on to share these on
snapchat
Victim has been subjected to unwanted emails and snapchat comments from suspect
snapchat conversation where they have been abusive and horrible to the victim.
sent images and videos of penis to female via snapchat
Suspect sent victim a photo via snapchat of her bare bottom
disagreement over snapchat attended outside an address and threatened occupants with a hammer
malicious communications being written /sent to her via facebook and snapchat
received abusive messages over snapchat
fraud over snapchat which has been reported to action fraud.
received a message stating people are going to be out to get him sent by social media app snapchat
sent snapchat messages to another asking send nude pictures of herself
Following a conversation on snapchat has taken an indecent image and sent this
received an indecent image via snapchat
encouraged to send pictures of her breasts and genitals by snapchat users
suspect has contacted victim via private snapchat messages asked her for sexual images
taken indecent images of themselves and video and shared privately and with others via snapchat
requested naked photos via snapchat to which she has sent in a panic
via tik tok app female has posted video telling victim to fuck off which has upset her
uploaded iioc images and videos to the internet via tumblr
uploaded category a indecent videos and gifs of children on to the internet via tumblr
uploaded category a b and c indecent images of children on to the internet via tumblr
uploaded 10 category c indecent images of children via tumblr
sent indecent images of children to other users on kik messenger
uploaded one category c indecent image of a child onto the internet via kik
uploaded a category c image to the internet
uploaded one category b indecent image of children to the internet via kik
used social media applications including kik. has requested to send sexually explicit pictures
sent nude images over messaging platform kik responded by sending indecent images and videos
uploaded a cat a indecent video of a child to the internet via kik
A person with kik id posted an indecent video of a child
A user of the kik has twice posted into the room.
uploaded one category b indecent image of a child onto the internet via kik
groomed online using chat service kik
sent an indecent video via social messaging app kik
uploaded 1 x category b indecent image of a child onto the internet via kik

received abusive and threatening contact via facebook messager and facebook phone call
received abusive and threatening contact via facebook messager and facebook phone call
via snapchat has sent pictures of penis to child and received naked pictures in return
received a message on facebook messenger and snapchat asking for a naked photograph in exchange for
money.
received a snapchat message saying that he beat him up while he was at home sleeping
had intimate photographs shared of her via social network platform snapchat
sent a naked photograph of male she knows through social media forum snapchat.
sent a message via snapchat inferring that he would stab the victim
suspect has made several phone calls to the victim threatened to beat him up have him beaten up come to
his address communication via social media snapchat same threats
made several phone calls to the victim threatened to beat him up have him beaten up come to his address
communication via social media snapchat same threats
received a snapchat message if you hurt my friend or chat on her i will stab you
received numerous snapchat messages and calls
receives video call via snapchat and sees naked adult male
snapchat and instagram account has been hacked requesting indecent images in exchange for the account
access back
sent electronic messages via snapchat of a threatening nature upsetting the victim
disclosure of private sexual photographs via group snapchat conversation
threatening and abusive messages over snapchat stating that he would fight the male and rape his
girlfriend
threatening and abusive messages over snapchat stating that he would rape her and fight her boyfriend
taken videos and photos and uploaded onto snapchat posing with residents personal possessions
sent victim a message via snapchat threatening to come to her house and kill her
sent pictures of his top half via snapchat and they have both asked each other for images
received various messages and photos via snapchat from the suspect including threats and a picture of a
gun
sent obscene messages to snapchat user
photos also appear on his snapchat photo roll which suggests these have been posted.
suspect has posted an offensive snapchat story and threatened the victim in a telephone call
sent pictures of her top half via snapchat and they have both asked each other for images
sent a screen shot of a snapchat story threatening harm to victims brother
has been sending him snapchat messages telling him that she is going to ruin his life
sent out a snapchat video expressing her dissatisfaction with work investigation
Detached garage door has been forced open nothing stolen a note has been left saying 'everything is free'
incident has been recorded and details placed on snapchat
sent malicious messages via snapchat made a reference to victim being gay
sending him snapchat messages telling him that she is going to ruin his life and putting messages on her
facebook page slagging him off
sent malicious messages via snapchat who has made a reference to victim being gay
suspect took indecent images of herself and sent them via snapchat to her boyfriend
suspect has been sent naked photographs of his girlfriend via snapchat to his mobile phone
Child has sent topless/nude images of themselves via snapchat to another
Child has sent topless/nude images of themselves via snapchat to another

Offender has sent an image of a penis to the victim via snapchat
Cause and incite a female child 15yrs to engage in non penetrative online sexual activity on snapchat
Malicious communications received via snapchat
received a friend request over both snapchat and instagram from a female that he does not know who has
sent him a nude photo of herself and the male has then reciprocated this with a photo and a video
contacted victim via email phone calls facebook and snapchat
Youths have thrown eggs and flour at a female covering her then posed for photographs and shared them
on facebook and snapchat.
shared indecent images of himself with an unknown female over snapchat who has sent indecent images
in return
sent images of her in her underwear to a male on snapchat. He has asked her to go onto skype and when
she has refused he has threatened to post her images on instagram and facebook.
posted three indecent images onto a group chat on snapchat in retaliation for another girl liking the boy
she likes
child has received malicious messages from known persons causing her to feel upset
exchanged explicit photographs of themselves via snapchat
exchanged explicit photographs via snapchat
child incited to engage in online sexual activity over snapchat by unknown offender
hacked into the victims snapchat account and changed the password before reposting images and videos
with negative comments about the victim
hacked into the victims snapchat account and changed the password before reposting images and videos
with negative comments about the victim
received messages over snapchat calling her a fucking pussy and cunt
sends threatening snapchat messages
asked for indecent images on snapchat
asked for indecent images on snapchat
asked for indecent images on snapchat
sends threatening snapchat messages
exchanged indecent images via snapchat
exchanged indecent images via snapchat
sent unwanted messages via snapchat and instagram to victim
suspect has hacked into victims snapchat account and changed the associated mobile email and password
before posting derogatory comments and pictures of friends who thought they were messaging victim
suspect has taken photographic images of themselves naked and sent them via the snapchat app
received messages via snapchat from unknown person making threats to stab
received a snapchat message of a threatening and abusive nature
Message sent to victim via snapchat with abusive and insulting language.
received sexual comments over social media site snapchat which has caused distress
Over a two week period sent snapchat messages and asked her for topless photos
windscreen of his car was smashed after seeing a snapchat video from a known male who filmed the
damage as he drove past the car
sent a few snapchat messages which have contained abusive words
posted snapchat stories and instagram posts causing offence to the victim
sent explicit photographs of herself to a school friend via snapchat messenger.
circulated a photograph of herself with her breast on display without her permission on snapchat

posting malicious messeges about the victim on instagram and snapchat
engaged in chat on instagram and then snapchat asked to take clothes off and was sent sexual requests
and was sent a picture of a penis
received snapchat messages and phonecall who stated that he would slap her up
received a snapchat message from another male child which may be a threat
used social network specifically snapchat to send threatening and abusive videos to victim
received threatening messages from suspect via snapchat
sent the suspect a picture on snapchat accidentally and the suspect has then sent a threatening message
stating that they will go to his fathers address and smash the house up
suspect has sent a number of malicious communications to victim over snapchat and facebook
victim has used social media site snapchat where she has been pressured in sending photo of her naked
breasts and video footage of her vaginal area with knickers remaining
Breached sexual harm prevention order by deleting an app called 'reddit'
The user of the tumblr account has uploaded 1 category a indecent video of a child and 4 category c
indecent images of children onto the internet
Indecent video of a child involved in a sexual act against their will has been posted on tumblr
sent a selection of naked photos to suspect via a dating app suspect has posted the photos to his public
tumblr account
uploaded category a - c indecent images, videos and gifs of children to the internet via tumblr.
uploaded iioc images and videos to the internet via tumblr
uploaded category a and c indecent images and a category a indecent video of a child to the internet via
tumblr
received insulting and threatening messages via sms message and kik including threats to disable online
accounts and to kill
engaged in sexual communication and conversation with a child and also incited her to engage in sexual
activity suspect has also sent via kik message service explicit photos of his penis
member of a private kik messenger group has received indecent images of children and has shared images.
has sent 4 explicit photos and 3 explicit videos of himself and they have sent some in return the user has
then threatened that if he does not send them gbp500
On the online dating app kik offender has sent nude photos and videos to victim and made a threat of
menace to tell his friends and family that he had asked for sex unless the victim paid the suspect money
Victim sent suspect three naked pictures of himself using online platform kik suspect has now blackmailed
the victim that these pictures will be sent to his family members money has been requested and attempts
made to withdraw money from bank account
User has uploaded a category c image of a child to a private kik group
Victim has received a message on kik from the suspect which has caused her harassment
Information received that the user of registered ip address has uploaded a category b image to the
internet via kik
sent out indecent images of herself has then posted one of these photos on his snapchat story
obtained indecent images and has then posting it on his snapchat story
Video shared on snapchat of suspect assaulting his father
received a number of calls orchestrated by a suspect from the group chat regarding him being a
paedophile , which was posted on suspects snapchat account
Video of bird being abused witnessed on snapchat and footage videoed which sparked abusive messages
on snapchat being sent to the victim

Over a period of time ex partner has placed malicious abusive messages onto victims snapchat account
messages have been sent by offenders to victim over social media facebook and snapchat which are of a
threatening nature
received explicit sexual images over snapchat and messenger
exchanged naked photographs with unknown male via snapchat
received messages via snapchat asking for nude pictures and to meet up for sex
received messages via snapchat asking for nude pictures and to meet up for sex
communicating with males on grindr grommr and snapchat and sent indecent images of himself
sent a video of a male touching his penis via a third party app called snapchat
ringing ip about 20 times a day, texting and requesting the ip accept him on snapchat using a fake profile
taken and sent a number of nude photographs and sexual viedeos of themselves to each other via
snapchat
taken and sent a number of nude photographs and sexual viedeos of themselves to each other via
snapchat
offender has sent several naked photos of herself via snapchat to victim
offender sent indecent image of a third parties erect penis to another male using the snapchat media
sent very sexually explicit images of herself via snapchat to numerous other students from her school.
Been sent images of male and female genitalia via snapchat, he has then screenshot these images and
saved them to his mobile phone.
sent nude images to a juvenile male friend via snapchat
messages via snapchat has offered her sex in exchange for recreational drugs when refused, the male has
stated that he will visit her home address and do it anyway
receiving unwanted calls and on social media instagram and snapchat calling her names and giving her
verbal abuse
Female has shared a full nude image of her friend via snapchat.
suspect has messaged the victim via snapchat stating that they have inappropriate photographs of the
victim that they are threatening to distribute but have made no threats or demands
victim has been receiving unwanted nasty messages on snapchat and whatsapp by known male which has
caused alarm and distress
victim has been engaged in sexual conversations and been sent sexual pictures via the apps yellow and
snapchat
Three fake snapchat accounts have been set up by somebody pretending to be the victim and flirting with
females
contacted on instagram and snapchat by a male asking for indecent pictures and videos of her which she
sent and received indecent pictures of him
photograph of victim with his head under a tyre of a car was sent via snapchat causing distress
Victim has been in contact with unknown males on snapchat who may be encouraging her to visit
messages and videos have been sent to the victim by a third party app namely snapchat, of a threatening
abusive manner
After receiving an indecent image of a child via snapchat has modified the image and shared it
made in excess of 20 unwanted voice calls, he has also initaited unwanted contact via snapchat.
receiving explicit images and videos by older male on snapchat and messenger
Put image of penis on his snapchat story.
Video taken has been sent by known individual via a social media application snapchat
video has been taken of a young girl taking her clothes off whilst in a drunken state this video has then

been distributed via snapchat and screenshot
Offender has distributed images of his genitalia to victim via snapchat
Whilst at a party a video has been taken of girl taking her clothes off whilst in a drunken state this video
has then been distributed via snapchat and screenshot
Distribute indecent images of child had her snapchat hacked by suspect who then distributed photos of
the victim who is naked and wearing inappropriate underwear
self created image of naked upper half of body sent over social media and male is threatening to show
females friends the image
sent indecent images via snapchat to young girls
Suspect has sent messages via snapchat to victim of offensive nature
Over a period of time over a 100 messages have been sent via snapchat
incited to send naked photos and sexually explicit video of herself to snapchat he has then screenshot
these and sent them to others via snapchat
suspects have engaged in consensual communications together via snapchat the pair have then sent each
other sexual images of each others body parts
has threatened two girls using snapchat and has circulated accusing messages about the pair to numerous
other snapchat users
filmed self and another having consensual sexual encounter posts three short videos filmed during the
encounter onto the snapchat system
conversation over snapchat suspect has then made threats to come down and beat her up rape her and
kill her son
sent an image of his erect penis to a juvenile via snapchat messenger
Suspect has taken images of her breasts and has sent it onto a male via snapchat
offender has sent an image of his penis via snapchat
snapchatted to met up and this has breached a non molestation order
grabbed the victims arm and has been sending threatening messages via snapchat
sent a photo and a video of her masturbating via snapchat the suspect then recorded the video
was asked for naked photos of herself to which she sent a photo and a video of her masturbating via
snapchat the suspect then recorded the video
was asked for naked photos of herself to which she sent a photo and a video of her masturbating via
snapchat the suspect has then been sent this video via snapchat
received a naked picture of a male and various messages from unknown person via snapchat.
via snapchat has had malicious message from unknown source stating your brother is a spastic i hope he
dies of cancer
via snapchat has received malicious communication from unknown source causing alarm and distress
via snapchat has received malicious messages via unknown person causing alarm and distress
abusive messages have been posted on snapchat story of suspect directed at victim causing her to feel
distressed
receives nude images of adults and images of an adult penis daily with requests to send nude images of
herself in return. Snapchat user
cyberbullied via snapchat, an indecent image was sent from the suspect to the victim
victim has been recieving snapchat messages accusing him of rape
victim has received malicious communications via snapchat and facebook from adult suspect
Victim has been receiving hundreds of unwanted harassing and malicious messages over snapchat
cyberbullied via snapchat

victim has been receiving messages via snapchat wassap and text of an unpleasant nature
uploaded an indecent video onto the internet via snapchat.
received a photo of a penis and a penis ejaculating via snapchat
recieved messages over snapchat of a threatening nature.
sent video of an erect penis he claims to be his being licked by a large brown dog
sent picture of his erect penis via snapchat
sent pictures of himself everyday starting with his face, hand, pants and then penis getting more explicit
via snapchat.
sent pictures of his erect penis via snapchat
received snapchat messages alleging that he has slept with under age girls
has logged in to her snapchat and instagram accounts and posted nude photographs of her pictures and
offensive messages have been sent to her friends and family from her accounts
has uploaded 14 cat c indecent images of children to the internet via tumblr.
talking to who she believed to be a male on the dating website plenty of fish. He then asked the witness to
talk to him on kik messenger
distributed an indecent image of a child via kik messenger
communicate via kik social meadi app. At her request they exchanged indecent photographs. He
subsequently recieved a message advising him that if he did not pay money
user of a kik account has been identified as having engaged with a known suspect and attempted to
exchange indecent images of children with them
During daylight hours known male has made unwanted contact with female via kik messenger and
telephone call causing distress
A photo of a child in her bra and underwear was taken. This photograph has found its way to someone
who has distributed it on a snapchat feed which has 400 followers
girl has videoed herself masturbating and has posted this onto snapchat
sending naked pictures and pictures of herself smoking weed through her own instagram and snapchat
accounts
held digital communications via snapchat, with a child asking him questions about his penis and whether
he has touched his friend penis.
received a nude photograph from the victim and has sent that to various people via snapchat
contacted child over snapchat and suggested they meet up
Female offender has been sending threatening messages via phone and social media snapchat to a female
held digital communications via snapchat, with a child asking him questions about his penis and whether
he has touched his friend penis.
sent a sexually explicit picture of himself via snapchat of his own accord
sent a boob photo via snapchat
sent a photo of his erect penis via snapchat
received an explicit image of an adult penis over snapchat with incitements to send iioc of herself back.
been in contact via snapchat and threatened to kill her if she does not send nude photos of herself
sent genuine nude pictures of another male teenager he was in possession of on snapchat and instagram.
took naked photo of her friend then following an argument shared image on snapchat without consent.
set up a fake snapchat account and sent topless pictures
Male suspect has purported to be a female to obtain image on snapchat of victims penis
has been contacted on snapchat sent her pictures of his penis and told her he wants to come on her
pictures

have posted offensive song via snapchat causing anxiety and distress
filmed and photographed victim and given him dirty looks then posted the image on snapchat with the
title cunt
taken / sent a number of nude photographs and sexual viedeos of themselves to each other via snapchat
Via snapchat suspect has taken screenshots of old conversations he has had and has threatened to post
them to facebook
persistently requested that she send a video of her breasts which she does and sends a video of herself
playing with her breast and sent it via snapchat messager
conversations on snapchat and meeting up after further snapchat conversations the male has
unexpectedly sent a snapchat photo of an erect penis
Suspect has sent threats via snapchat to the victim via mobile device threatening to beat him up
Victim was speaking to someone she did not know via snapchat she received an old naked pic of herself
person told her to send recent pics and if she did not they would post pic on storyline
sent several text messages and video content messages through snapchat on a mobile phone
friends have been swapping naked pictures on snapchat.
swapping naked pictures on snapchat.
received an indecent image via snapchat
received an indecent image via snapchat
inappropriate and explicit messages have been sent via snapchat
attempted to contact his ex-partner indirectly and directly by messaging her via snapchat
sexual photos being sent via snapchat and conversations via facebook having sexual conversations with
unknown males
took indecent image of herself then sent this via snapchat who has distributed this image
took image of herself then sent this via snapchat
received an explicit phot request on her mobile via a sight called snapchat
Concerns raised that child is sending naked picturs on snapchat and asking for them in return
Female has been exchanging images with unknown males on snapchat app
suspect has sent numerous abusive snapchat messages and videos to victim.
Report submitted via snapchat that there has been some conversation during the conversation the male
sent 5 images of a male
Child has sent sexual images of herself to an older male via snapchat.
Child has sent sexual images of herself to an older male via snapchat
Victim has received a graphic video of a male masturbating via the social media app snapchat
Malicious comms sent via snapchat made threat to cause damage to car and used threatening language
Female suspect has sent indecent videos and photographs of her ex-friend on snapchat.
taken image of her breasts and sent them in a message via snapchat after he had sent image of his penis
sent an intimate photo of the victim to her own phone before then sending it onto other persons via
snapchat
using snapchat has sent 20 to 30 indecent naked images of himself
befriended a girl on facebook then sent her a image on snapchat of himself sat on a bed naked
receiving abusive and threatening messages via snapchat and instagram
received indecent image of a males erect penis by snapchat
received a message via facebook messenger claiming the reporting persons daughter has pornographic
videos and images on her instagram and snapchat page
received snapchat photos of female scantily clad and forwarded them to other person

Sending sexually explicit images and messages to several young females; Via snapchat
sent an image of his penis via snapchat when received has then been saved and posted over the internet
via instagram
Contact made via snapchat which leads to indecent images of male genitals being sent
created a snapchat story showing him in possession of what is believed to be a firearm
Message sent on snapchat to vulnerable young person
hacked into the victims snapchat, instagram and email accounts and has sent pictures and messages
approached victim and kicked him twice causing no injury and coerced him into sending an explicit photo
via snapchat
Inappropriate images of her chest sent via snapchat
Suspect has sent threatening messages via snapchat messenger
Sending indecent images -cyber crime - snapchat conversation
Suspect has sent an indecent image of male genitalia and photos of adult males masturbating. This has
been sent via snapchat.
Suspect has sent an indecent image of male genitalia and photos of adult males masturbating. This has
been sent via snapchat.
Suspect has sent an indecent image of male genitalia and photos of adult males masturbating. This has
been sent via snapchat.
Suspect has sent an indecent image of male genitalia and photos of adult males masturbating. This has
been sent via snapchat.
Suspect has sent an indecent image of male genitalia and photos of adult males masturbating. This has
been sent via snapchat.
Suspect has sent an indecent image of male genitalia and photos of adult males masturbating. This has
been sent via snapchat.
Suspect has sent an indecent image of male genitalia and photos of adult males masturbating. This has
been sent via snapchat.
Suspect has sent an indecent image of male genitalia and photos of adult males masturbating. This has
been sent via snapchat.
has been sending nasty hurtful messages via snapchat to ip
uploaded 31 files including cat a indecent videos involving solo masturbation and cat c indecent images of
children
two b-c category videos were uploaded via kik messenger platform in a chat room
A person using kik uploaded one indecent image of a child (cat a) onto their kik profile.
Utilizing mobile kik application coerced the victim into sending a naked picture of himself before
demanding money
contacted via an app called kik and hangout the victim was pressured in to sending the suspect naked
pictures of herself
Requests made by unknown person for a female to provide naked images of herself over kik (social media)
victim has engaged in conversation via snapchat resulting in susp enquiring into sexual intercourse
Snapchat message sent of malicious nature
Suspect has contacted victim again on snapchat once.
offender has sent snapchat messages consisting of him firing what is believed to be a black handgun
towards a bedroom wall with the caption "wait till i see you".
using snapchat social media has threatened victim that inappropriate pictures of her will be published if
she declined his request for live video chat

Suspect has sent three threatening messages via snapchat causing i/p distress
Requested photograph of her breasts via snapchat
Has sent unwanted comments on facebook and snapchat which have caused the victim distress.
Concerns re sexual photos being sent via snapchat and conversations via facebook having sexual
conversations with unknown males
exchanged messages of a sexual nature before sending the females images of a penis via snapchat
Suspect named has sent victim via snapchat an unsolicited indecent photograph of male genitals
Indecent image – victim’s received indecent image from suspect via social media app snapchat.
contacted victim via snapchat and the offender has told the victim how pretty she is and asked to meet her
via snapchat asking her for a phot of her breasts to which victim, has not complied
received messages via facebook and snapchat of a sexual nature which have included images and video
contacting girls via snapchat. The male sent the girls pictures of hi erect penis and asked the girls to send
him pictures in return.
Male inciting children into sexual activity using snapchat
sent the victim various messages via snapchat turned threatening with veiled threats to run the victim
over or shoot him.
Child offender has sent images of himself masturbating to a girl via snapchat
used snapchat to contact female which is in breach of the restraining order
Attempt to facilitate meeting and sent indecent images of penis via snapchat
Male has also sent photos of his penis to the female via snapchat.
Threatening and sexual messages being sent via snapchat and face book
sent facebook and snapchat messages . all engaged in some form of messaging
Suspect via snapchat online messaging service distributed a naked picture of his female friend
posted a video to snapchat where he is naked.
contacted victim by snapchat and instagram and then arranged to meet her at grassed public area
whereby he kissed her and digitally penetrated her vagina.
posted a picture of a bruise on snapchat with text next to it stating "thanks dad". When questioned,
female has stated dad kicked her.
offenders have filmed a video where one reads from a phone graphic sexual comments relating to the
victim and subsequently posted the video on snapchat for persons
uploaded category a-c indecent images of children to the internet via tumblr
Offender contacted victim via the kik messaging service and sent messages of a strong sexual nature and
photographs of male genitalia
online exchange of a highly sexual nature including images of male genitalia via the kik messenger service
uploaded an indecent image of a young girl graded at level c on to kik messenger
sent messages via kik social media messaging service the nature of the messages are sexual
friends on the kik messaging service and then the offender has asked the victim to show her boobs and has
made threats to show naked pictures of the victim on facebook if she refuses
victim has become engaged in conversations over kik messenger website the victim has received a picture
pestered victim to send indecent images of herself via internet snapchat
female suspect sent indecent images of herself via snapchat
sent messages and indecent images via instagram and snapchat of a male masturbating.
sent messages and indecent images via instagram and snapchat of a male masturbating
victim and suspect have been messaging via facebook but also sending images and videos via snapchat
messages have been sent via snapchat which have contained indecent images of the suspect

sent a naked picture to a boy via snapchat he has then taken a screen shot of the picture and has posted it
on twitter
suspect sent rude and naked pictures of herself via snapchat to unknown people
facetime snapchat and facebook calls and messages have been sent threatening to 'knock your teeth out'
and beat you up
persuaded to send him indecent photographs of herself via snapchat he has then threatened to share
these images with others unless she sends him more
taken a topless photo of herself and a 10 second video of herself masturbating sent these via the snapchat
application
sent messages to victims mobile phone via snapchat which are abusive
suspect has used snapchat to send naked images of herself to her contact group
taken a photograph of her breasts under a bra on request via social media snapchat and blackberry
messenger
sent images of her naked breasts via snapchat
via facebbok snapchat and instagram and over a period of time has asked the young female to send
photographs of herself
exchanged one indecent self taken picture with each other via snapchat showing breasts and penis
voluntarily taken a photograph of her naked breast and forwarded it via snapchat
Suspect has sent a short video of himself masturbating via snapchat
female took topless selfie of herself and sent to a male via snapchat
messaged ip via snapchat asking her for a phot of her breasts
received several messages on snapchat from a male with the messages containing photos of a males penis
takes indecent photo of own penis before sending said photo through social media app 'snapchat'
Suspect sent photos via facebook and snapchat to others which has caused distress to the victim.
Reporting person has taken a naked front image of herself and sent to another over snapchat
on request has sent a front naked image of herself via snapchat
received messages via facebook and snapchat of a sexual nature
conversation via snapchat with suspect who kept demanding pictures of her breasts and bottom
vicitm received contact via kik within the contact a photo of an erect penis was sent
using kik chat app and iniciated sexual conversation and sent naked photos
via an app called kik and hangout the victim was pressued in to sending the suspect naked pictures
conversations on kik the male requested pictures of the female she then sent him naked pictures of herself
on the one direction kik app ip has been encited into sending 3 frontal naked pictures of herself
facebook messenger and the one direction kik application the victim has been encited into sending frontal
naked images of herself and received pornographic images and pictures of male genitalia
started to communicate over the internet initially using an app called kik offender started to send naked
photographs of females to the victim and asking her to send him naked pictures of herself
social media site caled kik requested the child send him indecent images ofher breasts
Communication was via app named kik, Indecent images and language used
conversations of a sexual nature using the mobile phone app "kik".
Use of social media app "kik" by suspect to coerce victim into sending pictures of her breasts.
started to communicate over the internet initially using an app called kik offender started to send naked
photographs of females to the victim and asking her to send him naked pictures of herself
using application called snapchat to send unwanted messages some being offensive
During the hours of daylight sent a number of unwanted snapchat messages to expartner

suspect has taken photos during sexual intercourse of victims genitals during penertration and has then
sent photos via facebook and snapchat to others
Since receiving the harassment warning the offender has sent five snapchat videos to the victim
sent via snapchat indecent images of herself
victim has sent two photographs of herself to offender one in her underwear and another of her topless
both by snapchat
received snapchat video to her mobile phone showing a male masturbating
shared images of themselves via snapchat.
victim has been added by an older male on snapchat during which time male has exposed victim to images
of his penis
a social media site known as snapchat has requested naked photos of the female which have been sent
suspect and victim have become engaged in a sexually explicit conversation on the app snapchat where
suspect has sent photos of his genitalia
male has taken pictures of his own penis and sent these to various females in exchange for nude pictures
facebook messenger skype and snapchat have been used to facilitate this
sent sexual images to female victim via snapchat media
contacted the victim via snapchat and instagram and repeatedly asked her to have sex with him
Victim has given topless image who have then shown them and stored the image on a phone and face
book privat account image initially sent via snapchat
vicitm has been sent four photographs of the suspects penis via a snapchat application
taken a naked photograph of herself which she has sent via snapchat image has subsequently appeared on
the website instagram
Offenders friend has sent a snapchat short video which shows the offender abusing verbally the victim
victim has recieved a picture via the application snapchat which includes a figure with scarf over face and
knife
sending photos via snapchat.these photos are of an explicit nature
sent several indecent images via mobile phone app snapchat
called ex-partner on withheld number up to a hundred times a day and sent messages via snapchat
exchanged messages on facebook and snapchat of a sexual nature encouraged her to send images of
herself
Suspect has taken several naked full frontal and rear aspect photos and sent them have respectively
responded by sending photos of their erect penises back to her by using mms and snapchat
received several naked photographs off mms and the snapchat and has responded by taking photos of his
own erect penis and sending them back
Suspect has asked to send him naked pictures of herself and she has responded by sending the suspect
several full frontal and rear aspect photographs of her naked body by way of mms and snapchat
Suspect took naked pictures of her body and sent through snapchat
Suspect pupil has sent a snapchat of his erect penis
Suspect sent a snapchat of his erect penis
Male offender has sent a snapchat of his erect penis
Mlae suspect has sent a snapchat of his erect penis
Over social network knonw as snapchat suspect has sent a picture of his semi erect penis
Known adult male sent the victim a picture of his erect penis via snapchat
male suspect has asked victims to send him indecent photos of themselves via snapchat
male offender has befreinded young girl and sent her images of himself masturbating via snapchat

suspect has sent a half naked picture to her friend as a truth or dare game via snapchat
grabbed the victims bag and has tried to get her phone after an argument over a snapchat
Victim has become upset following a snapchat image stating it looked like victim
received a number of messages from the suspect on snapchat requesting naked pictures and he
threatened to place photos she had already sent of herself in her underwear on facebook
suspect sent sexual images to female victim via snapchat media
Social media snapchat utilised by offender to obtain indecent images
Offender sent a image of his penis to the victim via snapchat.
Naked images sent via snapchat
Naked images sent via snapchat
suspect sent a topless photo of herself via the social media site "snapchat".
taken some sexual photos of her self as well as a video and has shared these via the social media forum
"snapchat".
Snapchat app used
suspect has sent a photo of his genitals via the social media site "snapchat".
took 5 "selfies" of herself. They ranged from being in her underwear, to being topless to being fully naked.
She decided to send these 5 images via the social media forum "snapchat"
Police forces in the United Kingdom are routinely required to provide crime statistics to
government bodies and the recording criteria is set nationally. However, the systems used
for recording these figures are not generic, nor are the procedures used locally in
capturing the crime data. It should be noted that for these reasons this force's response to
your questions should not be used for comparison purposes with any other response you
may receive.
Should you have any further queries concerning this request, please contact Clair Pack, FOI
Decision Maker, quoting the reference number shown above.
A full copy of the Freedom of Information Act (2000) can be viewed on the ‘Office of Public Sector
Information’ web-site;
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/
Suffolk Constabulary is not responsible for the content, or the reliability, of the website
referenced. The Constabulary cannot guarantee that this link will work all of the time, and we
have no control over the availability of the linked pages.

Your Right to Request a Review of Decisions Made Under the Terms of the
Freedom of Information Act (2000).
If you are unhappy with how your request has been handled, or if you think the decision is
incorrect, you have the right to ask Suffolk Constabulary to review their decision.
Ask Suffolk Constabulary to look at the decision again.
If you are dissatisfied with the decision made by Suffolk Constabulary under the Freedom of
Information Act (2000), regarding access to information, you must notify Suffolk Constabulary that
you are requesting a review within 40 working days of the date of its response to your Freedom of
Information request. Requests for a review should be made in writing and addressed to:
Freedom of Information Decision Maker
Information Management Department
Suffolk Constabulary
Police Headquarters
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich
Suffolk
IP5 3QS
OR
Email: information@suffolk.pnn.police.uk
In all possible circumstances Suffolk Constabulary will aim to respond to your request for us to
look at our decision again within 20 working days of receipt of your request for an internal review.
The Information Commissioner.
After lodging a request for a review with Suffolk Constabulary, if you are still dissatisfied with the
decision, you can apply to the Information Commissioner for a decision on whether the request
for information has been dealt with in accordance with the requirements of the Act.
For information on how to make application to the Information Commissioner please visit their
website at www.ico.org.uk or contact them at the address shown below:
The Information Commissioner’s Office
Wycliffe House
Water Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 5AF
Telephone: 01625 545 700

